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THE ORIGINS
A Science-Fiction Prologue

Book I
Certain Destruction
Beyond the World Without Racism, exists the World as we Know it. As humans have
discovered their power and nature, to nurture the planets and celestial bodies which
number in too many great numbers to count. They took their stewardship and
communion with the natural world very seriously, bringing science to the service of
nature, and religion to the uplifting of love peace and harmony.
This is the World as We Know it- without form, without ending and with knowledge of
worlds even beyond ours. And The World As We Know It contains our world, the Planet
Mother Earth, and her lands known as The World Without Racism.
In a parallel existence is the world of Others. We know this land to exist though we have
never seen her, we know her humans to be brilliant strong people, who have no
forethought of us and our planet, but advance the existence of humanity and our own
birthright, nevertheless.
It is this world which first came to know the existence of the Galaxy ruled by Racism,
though they knew not what to call this existential threat. None like it had come before in
the hundreds of thousands of years since The World had existed. Once the World of
Others was made aware through their voyagers and scientific breakthrough which
enables telescopic view of time-space, the alarms were sounded in this parallel world.
"Our world is threatened by a force unlike any which we have seenIt grows but it does not die
It breathes yet it has no lungs
It's flesh is one with our flesh though we have never seen nor know not what nature it
serves.."
This struck no fear into the people, for their world knew no fear.
The people continued to live, and to gather, and to discuss their daily lives among
themselves, and they involved themselves in their trades, which were given to the
discovery of a solution to this existential threat.
The people and their trades, the sciences, the discoverers, the teachers each
contributed in part to the panels of elders, and brilliant minds who dedicated in zealous
surrender the remainder of their life force to the defeat of this threat against all. The
World of Others and her people committed to developing the capacity to fight off any
virtual intruder, no matter what the cost – as was their mission for centuries to come.

The scientists first discovered the true nature of their universe- which in constant
expansion had picked up speed and force in the billions of lightyears ahead of them.
This basic knowledge was known, that the ending of one universe was but the
beginning of another.
The existence of the parallels, and of the multiplicity of universes known and unknown
were not surprising. And the Scientists, and astronomers and scholars came together to
learn and to map these presences, In a map of constellations larger than they could
have each imagined.
"This force which is a threat – exists within and outside of our universe of existence.
How can that be?"
"Existence is but the knowledge of existence"
"This force must know itself, must know its own origin and its own purpose"
"We must look backward in order to move forward"
By approximation and through experimentation – with design and with many hypotheses
the people of The World of Others were able to trace the existence of the threat to a
past dimension in time. The dimension parallel their own existence, and in one
alignment with The World Without Racism.
"If that world is without racism, how did it become so?"
"The Racism which that world proclaims to be without – what happened to it?"
The question and excitement were energizing yet more to the social philosophers, and
the humanitarians, who ran their own experiments to discover the purpose of the
Racism in their paralleling universe's planet so named.
"A race is to run- a race of people is one"
"When people race, spectators cheer"
"One winner may win, others must suffer"
"If many suffer, then one may be above"
"the Ism dimension is known for divided time-space fluctuations, this place we
discovered thanks to the great brilliance of science and without this knowledge may
never find the purpose or cause of our threat"
The scientists and discoverers continued to launch their missions, hoping and both
praying to find this existential threat should they be able to destroy its force before they
should ever reach it's time in space.
"In the world as we know it – we have known our parallel and existence to expand and
further expand. This must be the nature of all existence."

"Following the logic of what we know we investigate the unknowns of the force. What is
it's purpose?"
The inventors and engineers designed elaborate interstellar travel, and exploreers
returned with stories of explosion, collide, seamless expansion. The thinkers wondered.
The tinkerers built a model, which first gave breakthrough to the mysterious force.
"The nature of all expanding universes, those known and unknown is the same. Within
one such universe, and infiltrating many others exists the force, which faces us now yet
does not exist inside our world. Each of universe will expand millinea into infinity, until
there is but one universe left, continuing to expand and becoming all universes ever
known once again. "
With shape and vision forming around the nature of the threat, as a tremendous threat
to their time the people collected together in order to answer the remaining questions.

Book II
America's Mission
In the time before The World Without Racism, the people and the land did not speak.
Racism thrived in the void, disconnected from place and time and death.
In the great past- the time before we knew the galaxies, before Mother Earth collided
with the despair of humanity's climate crises. Before this galaxy, called The World
Without Racism could ever exist.
When America was just a child, some 300 years into her life, she was already on the
path to destruction which we see before us. When the winds gathered, and seas rose,
America turned her back on Mother Earth. America, for its values and people's wealth
had not known truth.
Mother Earth was dying.
America pretended not to notice.
America's rulers obscured truth and took as much power from America, even from
Mother Earth. The destruction of her lands caused her such great despair. The people
who saw her pain, were made to also suffer.
Racism saw the defeat of Mother Earth and rumbled with joy. The planet continued to
whither, and when America could ignore no more, she took up arms.
– the ruling elite plan was to execute as many people On American lands as it took in
order for human offspring to survive their manufactured crises.
Racism continued to thrive in America. Its source and its home, even as the destruction
of the nation and the world were imminent.
Mother Earth watched on, until she could watch no more. As a source of order, and
stability Mother Earth had always relied on America to thrive. The greater chaos threw
her off axis, and threatened to sink each nation into her depths.

When Mother Earth spoke the people, reacted in fear, as people do.
"Dear Children of Me…"
The voice came from everywhere and nowhere, and echoed among the rainforests
floor, the deep ocean ravines, the roads and buildings and all materials which came
from the Earth, shook with her presence..
"I am under your care and I have come to air my grievances"
"My trees in the garden of Eden don't grow like they used to"
"My ocean will drown you, and your neglect is outrageous"
" I fight for my life each second…"
"I would give more if I were capable"
"but you've paved rubber into my soul with tracks in my skin like asphalt cocaine"
" how many more tons must I weigh.."
"You will fall from my face if I cannot spin…"
" My spine is in pain…You will not breathe when I am stretched too thin.."
"is the gravity beyond us both..?"
The grave is within reach"
Life, the system will always have us whether whole or in specks"
"Where is the race to save me?"
The Earth sang this song for one hundred years, as the people trembled, more and
more she sang, in anguish, as death piled around her people, and a world their eyes
could not see emerged.

Finally Mother Earth could sing no more. The song turned to a piercing wind, and
Mother Earth began to dance.
Her oceans swirled and roiled. She belched from great depths and flooded every coast.
She moved continuously for a hundred years.
America's ruling elite, and her hordes of oppressed, huddling in the aftermath of waves
of destruction, were made to choose.
America's rulers saw this dance and became aware of the Planet's awareness. The
might of Mother Earth became their focus.
"How can we control what we cannot see? What we do not know"
"Only 5% of the floor of this world is mapped.."
"we are screwed if we do not do something"
The Rulers of America defiled science and life in order to stop Mother Earth from
shifting her face. Her resources prized, and her plates aching to shift. The Rulers of
America would not let up. They forced drills and spikes, and towers into the planet to
keep her in place.
"We can measure the movements; we can measure the shakes. We can control where
she goes"
Mother Earth wailed, the people fraught, as she danced, the animals sought shelter,
and became more endangered. But their homes once stable were not safe. The rulers
of America continued to forge and blaze their way into the Earth's core.
They hurt Mother Earth so deeply that she erupted in volcanic tornados. Her ashes
destroyed so much life that she slept. Still the rulers of America were not satisfied. They
ventured, and they collected and controlled the remaining lands, where life survived.
They turned free and wild into containers for factories. They sold the promise of clean
water, air, and a new earth.

Until the century later when she awoke in the terror. Her edges burned and skin so
brittle that she ached from within. Her caves dryer than they'd ever been, and oceans
more angry than she cared for. Mother Earth turned the dance on herself.
"Since I cannot trust humans as protectors. They will be prisoners"
She released the rage of her oceans and broke the damn of her slumber with tectonic
shifts. Her people and even descendants of America's ruling didn't stand a chance. Of
those who survived, all were changed forever.
Her people knew her, her power and might was real to them. She and her people spoke
now in shared language. All of her land became as one.
"Mother Earth, has saved us."
"For her borders, created to protect us from the wildness of sea. We are thankful"
Her oceans sank again into new depths, with clean floors. Her trees once more grew
without fear. All of the planet was made whole. And the Earth spoke and the people
listened.
And the people were made new. They spoke with Mother Earth, they tended to her. And
she loved them again in return. They made peace with those events which could only
be controlled by a planet whose life-giving power could create and destroy them again.
The Nation of America, in the land we know now, stands as a reminder. Her rolling
greens and mountains, rivers lakes, now streaming with new life. In the World without
Racism, the Nation of America is the land where the trees grow tallest. In this land the
people seek resources from Mother Earth, with reverence. They plan journeys into the
wild to discover animals which have never existed on any other world.
The people of The World Without Racism, growing from a terror of destruction and fear
no longer seek to dominate. They live with ultimate respect for Mother Earth. They live
in harmony, and revere her greatness.
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